Riehle asks for revamp of CLC at Board meeting

by Pam Degnan

Describing the existing student government structure as "incredibly decentralized", Paul Riehle, student body president, called for a revamping of the structure and questioned the validity of the Campus Life Council (CLC). He told a Board of Commissioners meeting held last night, Riehle stated to the seven or so board members who were present at the meeting that "there is no central unit where student government comes together." He further added that student government must be structured as to be "more accountable to students."

Frustration and apathy characterize student government on this campus, according to Riehle. "Student government is so nebulous that so many students don't know what's going on, and as a result they really don't care," said Riehle.

Another board member commented that student apathy does exist due to the ineffectiveness of administrative policies. "Students see failure of student government and therefore are turned off," he said.

On the validity of the CLC, Riehle commented that 1/3 of the student body do not understand the differences between the CLC, the HPC, and the Board of Commissioners. He added that the CLC is an "ineffective" organization and should be either restructured or dissolved.

Riehle's proposal to restructure student government indicates turning to a constitutional convention, early next fall, to allow the students to choose their type of representation.

According to the newly-elected president, an "idealist" type of government would feature a student senate that would be the main body of student representation and which would be solely responsible for the allocation of funds.

"I'd like to see many more people involved in the operation, in the decisions that are made," he said. "I don't think Corby's would be responsible if they were not satisfied; they don't have to serve."

The city attorney seems to think there's something wrong when minors are being found in there. I don't think Corby's should be held responsible if they have an ID card," he said. "We've received numerous complaints from area residents about the noise and the trash in the neighborhood. This is nothing new," he said. "We've received actual investigation of the bar. They just said to me, 'We don't have to give an answer, we don't have to give a reason,'" commented one attorney.

Attorney confirms Corby's to appeal recommendation by John Higgins

Corby's Tavern will appeal the local Alcoholic Beverage Commission's (ABC) board's recommendation, which would close the tavern, to the state ABC, located in Indianapolis, according to an attorney for Corby's.

The reasons for the decision were not clear. "I asked (the ABC) why it was revoked," said Thomas Anton, attorney for Corby's Tavern Industries (CTI), Inc. "They just said to me, 'We don't have to give an answer, we don't have to give a reason.'"

There was no immediate reaction in Tehran to the U.S. rescue attempt.

"I think it's pretty obvious," South Bend City Attorney Richard Hill said. "Several minors have been arrested in side the bar. We've received numerous complaints from area residents about the noise and the trash in the neighborhood. This is nothing new," he said. "We hope they are going to do something about it."

Riehle's proposal to restructure student government includes setting up a constitutional convention, early next fall, to allow the students to choose their type of representation. According to the newly-elected president, an "idealist" type of government would feature a student senate that would be the main body of student representation and which would be solely responsible for the allocation of funds.

"I'd like to see many more people involved in the operation, in the decisions that are made," he said. "I don't think Corby's should be held responsible if they have an ID card," he said. "We've received numerous complaints from area residents about the noise and the trash in the neighborhood. This is nothing new," he said. "We've received actual investigation of the bar. They just said to me, 'We don't have to give an answer, we don't have to give a reason,'" commented one attorney.
No takers for mysterious White House turkey

WASHINGTON* D.C. (AP) -- That wild turkey was still at its White House haunt Thursday, largely ignored by park officials and reporters who got their feathers ruffled when rumors surfaced that the bird was in the bourbon business.

While the First Bird does look suspiciously like the one on the label of a certain Kentucky bourbon, the distillers denied they were responsible for the fowl play.

Iranian leader doubts May deadline for release of hostages will be met

by The Associated Press

An Iranian leader said yesterday he doubts Iran can meet the European Common Market's May 17 deadline for release of the American hostages. Further indications surfaced of closer economic and industrial cooperation between Iran and the Soviet Union.

Canada announced new economic and diplomatic sanctions against Iran because of its "serious and continuing violation of international law by holding the hostages." Britain warned Iran it would risk sanctions by most nations unless it mee the mid-May deadline.

Sanctions. Tehran newspapers said the new violence occurred one day after it was held on three campuses.

Ayatollah Mohammad Beheshti, head of Iran's Justice Ministry and a member of the Expediency Council, was asked by reporters in Tehran about the deadline set by common Market foreign ministers during a meeting in Luxembourg. "We need more time," he said.
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Iran threatens closure of Persian Gulf area

By The Associated Press

Iran threatened yesterday to cut off the West's vital Persian Gulf oil lifeline if the United States mines Iranian ports.

"If we close the Persian Gulf at any price," Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said in an interview with Iranian radio and television, "the United States mines Iranian ports.

"We would close the Persian Gulf oil lifeline if the United States mines Iranian ports.

"If we close the Persian Gulf at any price," Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said in an interview with Iranian radio and television, "the United States mines Iranian ports.

"If we close the Persian Gulf at any price," Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said in an interview with Iranian radio and television, "the United States mines Iranian ports.

"If we close the Persian Gulf at any price," Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said in an interview with Iranian radio and television, "the United States mines Iranian ports.

"The threat came as the Iranian"...

---

Navy suffers missile shortage

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Navy has had to scrounge for air-to-air missiles to arm its warplanes aboard carriers stationed near the Persian Gulf, Pentagon sources said yesterday.

"We've had to draw from other areas and put most of our eggs in the Indian Ocean basket," said one source who asked to remain anonymous.

Asked about reports that planes on the carriers Nimrit and Coral Sea were short of Sidewinder, Sparrow and Phoenix missiles, the Navy said it deploys six forces "with sufficient munitions, including missiles, to perform their assigned operational missions.

"The Navy would not elaborate beyond that statement.

"However, Pentagon sources said there is an overall shortage of missiles used by jet fighters for air combat because the Carter Administration has for several years held down money requests to Congress for such weapons.

"As a result, these sources said, the Navy did have a munitions problem in the Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea force and added to that problem by pulling supplies from other places.

"In this, in turn, has strained the combat readiness of carriers elsewhere, the sources said.

"Russell Hale, a professional staff aide with the House sea power subcommittee, said in an interview that "we don't have enough Phoenix missiles on any carrier for more than one or two sorties."

"The Phoenix is a critical weapon for fleet defense, mounted on F-14 fighter planes.

Native Indochinese lectures

The plight of Indochinese refugees in Thailand will be discussed by Udom Wannama- skhthit, a native of the country, during a University appearance tonight.

"The talk at 6:50 in the Memorial Library Auditorium is sponsored by Notre Dame's Center for the Study of Human Rights and is open to the public without charge.

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Graduate Study 1980-81
Programs leading to the Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Arts, and Master of Science

Financial support offered to qualified students. Half-time teaching or research assistants receive $4,500 per academic year, plus tuition exemptions.

For applications and financial aid information, write to:
Professor S.K. Shapiro
Department of Biological Sciences
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4346
Chicago, Illinois 60680
Security expenses

Carnival site threatens profits

by Bridget Berry
Staff Reporter

The An Tostal Carnival may lose money this year due to Security Director Glen Terry's refusal to allow the Committee use of the field adjacent to Stepan Center. According to An Tostal Chairman John Callaway, Terry claims that secretaries and staff will not park elsewhere, and so the field cannot be cleared.

Terry, keeper of the zoo, said that An Tostal will have to invest a considerable amount of the 25 percent share of profits it receives from Wabash Valley Shows to get extra security. Callaway added that the St. Joseph's County Sheriff's Department charges $7 an hour for each guard.

"All You Can Drink" Sunday from 12 to 2:30 pm

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House ethics committee yesterday recommended that Rep. Charles H. Wilson, D-Calif., be censured and removed as chairman of a postal subcommittee for violating House rules in his financial activities.

The recommendation, adopted on a 10-2 vote, now goes to the full House for action. The full House will decide what punishment to impose.

Censure traditionally is considered the strongest punishment the House can impose short of expulsion from Congress. It requires the person being disciplined to stand in front of the full House while the Speaker condemns his actions.

But the committee went even further by recommending also that Wilson "be denied the chair on any committee or subcommittee of the House of Representatives for the remainder of the 96th Congress."

The 96th Congress ends in January. New chairmen will be named once the 97th Congress convenes next year.

The 96th Congress ends in January. New chairmen will be named once the 97th Congress convenes next year.

House ethics committee urges censure of Representative Wilson

Committee gives thanks

The An Tostal Committee would like to specially thank the Assistant Day Chairmen, whose work has been vital to the success of this festival:

Thursday: Teresa Robb
Friday: Kelly Sullivan, Kevin Cawneen, Magger McFarland
Saturday: Pete Freehike

Student Union institutes suggestion box

Student Union officials have instituted a suggestion box as of today. The temporary box is located at the reception desk in the Student Union offices 2nd Floor LaFortune. All suggestions will be reviewed by the appropriate commissioners in hopes they can improve their departments.

An Tostal holds picnic tomorrow

The An Tostal picnic is scheduled for tomorrow outside the North Dining Hall from 11:15 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The Tar Bonom String Band, a combination of blue grass, country, and folk music, will perform.
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Jody Powell also said the State Department remains confident bringing to about 1,300 the number who have landed since Sunday, when Cuban President Fidel Castro told exiles in Florida they could be picked up relatives at the port of Mariel. For each relative pictured, exiles reportedly llft offer, saying anyone who picked up, exiles reportedly .The recent "tower wars" were a subject of discussion at a meeting of the Grace Hall council last night. According to Paul Rafferty, Grace Hall pres­ ident, no judicial action has been decided, "due to the recency of the matter." Rafferty pointed out that occurrences such as those of Wednesday night could have no implications for the towers. The rock throwing incident may lead to the end of tower wars," Rafferty explained. According to Rafferty, the "wars" are not indicative of any hard feelings between Flanner and Grace, they are simply manifestations of hallucinations. "There is no hatred between Flanner and Grace, but at times people will band together for the sake of halting," Rafferty said.

The Grace Hall president expressed dismay in the most recent development in the件事 with the remaining fireworks at cement buildings is one thing, but hitting people in the head with rocks is a much more serious matter," Rafferty pointed out.

Gleno Terry, director of Rosemont security, told The Observer that some of his men confiscated fireworks the night of the incident. He appealed to the hall staffs for help in preventing future trouble. "We need the assistance of the rector and the R.A.'s when these situations develop," Terry stated.

The injuries sustained by two students in the recent "wars" were described by Rafferty as "not serious." Administration officials were unavailable for comment concerning the activities of Wed­ nesday night.
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HELP WANTED
summer bartenders
are needed at Lee's
great pay & great food
apply in person at Lee's

HAIR DESIGNS FOR THE AWARE
MAN AND WOMAN
SPECIAL OFFER
Free Redken Shampoo and
Conditioner
With any haircut
$3.50 Value
Through April 30
MON.,TUE.,WED ONLY
For an Appointment, call 234-6767

Phnom Penh and Battambang. Entire villages, with their natural arrangement of houses in palm groves, have vanished, some replaced by Pol Pot's communes of crude huts made of straw. Buddha temples which once dominated the center of village life have been gutted, vandalized or razed.

A TIME TO DECIDE
These few weeks are when Notre Dame students are making decisions. A few samples:
1. What kind of summer job will I do?
2. What will be my major?
3. Whom will I room with next year?
4. What will I do after graduation?
5. For those considering the priesthood, the seminary, or the religious life, is this the time when I should consider whether I want to become a priest?

by Patty Sheehan
An astonishing voter turnout and the need for two subsequent runoffs highlighted Saint Mary's class and hall elections yesterday, according to Mary Mullaney, SMC Election Commissioner. The class of '80 will hold a runoff between the Beckman/McCain/Whitchurch Murray ticket and the Hill/O'Brien/Saul/Biely ticket. Next year's junior class officers are O'Keefe, Callan, Flavin and Carey who obtained 91 percent of the vote. The Flood/McCurt/Dorothach Honohan ticket received 57 percent of the votes against the write in ticket of Devreese/Conroy/Lave/Harr for the class of '83.

In the hall elections, a runoff in LaMans is needed for the Breslin ticket which received 49 percent against the 47 percent the Margargle ticket obtained. Pam Herbst and Ann Yarger won the Holy Cross officer election with 50.9 percent of the vote against the Sullivan ticket with 28 percent of the vote and the Madorian bid with 12 percent.

President and Vice-President for the class of '81 are Scanlon and Toomey, who received 51 percent of the vote, against their opponents who brought in only 49 percent.

In Augusta elections, 74 percent of the students voted, choosing Martha Housman for President over Lexi Swidny, Teresa Lechleitner, Cathy Blackman, secretary and Kathleen Carberry, secretary. Runoffs are unopposed with voter turnout of 80, 77 and 81 percent, respectively.

The runoffs are scheduled for Monday at the same times as yesterday's elections. Campaigning begins tonight and concludes midnight Sunday.

Wanted:
COUNTRY/ROCK JAM DIRECTOR
Contact
Bill Lawler
3533 or 7777
Friday by 4-25
if interested

HELP WANTED!!
Our advertising sales staff is expanding and we want you. Liberal commissions and flexible hours available.

call 7471 for further information

A TIME TO DECIDE
These few weeks are when Notre Dame students are making decisions.
A few samples:
1. What kind of summer job will I do?
2. What will be my major?
3. Whom will I room with next year?
4. What will I do after graduation?
5. For those considering the priesthood, the seminary, or the religious life, is this the time when I should consider whether I want to become a priest?

This or the decision you must make, then (for personal, confidential interview contact:
Fr. Andre Leveille, CSC Holy Cross Vocation Director Box 541 Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 Telephone: 219-281-6485

...Corby's
...Cambodia

Surprising turnout
Runoffs highlight SMC elections

through a coalition arrangement. And many fear he would return if the Vietnamese withdrew.

The Cambodian countryside, already in shambles after the 1970-75 Indochina war, has emerged a wasteland after Pol Pot's ultra-revolution. Hardly a single structure remains intact along the entire 185-mile length of Highway 3 between Phnom Penh and Battambang.

Runoff elections are scheduled for Monday at the same time as yesterday's elections. Campaigning begins tonight and concludes midnight Sunday.

The Cambodian countryside, already in shambles after the 1970-75 Indochina war, has emerged a wasteland after Pol Pot's ultra-revolution. Hardly a single structure remains intact along the entire 185-mile length of Highway 3 between Phnom Penh and Battambang.
Cavanaugh needs string

Anyone who has string to contribute to the World’s Largest Ball of String should bring it to 150 Cavanaugh; today or tomorrow.

Any questions call 388.

Barkdull exhibition opens

Gallery Aquinas will open an exhibition of paintings and drawings by Nancy Barkdull from 7 to 9 p.m. today at the gallery. Barkdull, a South Bend native, uses a dramatic and varied palette to achieve her expressionistic style.

By putting the subjects of her portraits into psychological situations, the artist unfolds each individual’s inner nature. Also included are a number of still-lifes, depictions of small environments.

The public is invited to attend the opening reception of the exhibit, which will run through May 18.

Shuttle runs to Center

Tonight, tomorrow and May 1, 2, 3 the shuttle bus will run to Century Center for Under Milkwoods events as follows:

8:00 p.m. - Resume Regular Schedule at St. Mary's
9:30 p.m. - Break
10:30 p.m. - Resume Regular Schedule at St. Mary's

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

2pm-3am

Any questions call 1388.

Carnival

Cheap thrills at the CARNIVAL! Noon—Midnight

Find your treasure somewhere under the shadows of the golden dome. 1:30.

If you’re looking for a good time, join Egg Toss!! Grab a partner and purchase him or her to do your bidding till 5:00. All proceeds go to charity. 2 p.m.

Contest on Friday. Call 1250 or 8148.

Want to be famous? Participate in the Impersonations Contest on Friday. Preregistration is required. Call Randy or John (1184).

Sorin’s statue, 3 people on a team; each skates 3 laps.

An Tostal Roller Skating Relay—Friday, 1:30, meet at Father South Quad before 2:00 will have their chance, so come and show us your skill!

Hey, you sweet couples! Join the licorice-eating contest at 2:30!

Spinal tap your way to the cream of the day! Face Shaving—4 p.m.

Shave your way to the cream of the day! Face Shaving—4 p.m.

Does your roommate keep you up at night? Ever want to whack him with a pillow? Anyone else? Come to the mud room picks got you down? Why not get revenge with the tire rolling event? Limited number of teams, so call Rich or John at 1615 to enter your team.

The Jello Toss is just around the corner! Come out Friday at 12:30 and join the fun.

Room picks got you down? Why not get revenge with the tire rolling event? Limited number of teams, so call Rich or John at 1615 to enter your team.

Swap that girl of your dreams off her feet and whisk her across the quad! An Tostal Mattress Race—12:30. Max. 6 guys, 6 girls. 3 people on a team; each skates 3 laps.

Barkdull: A South Bend native, uses a dramatic and varied palette to achieve her expressionistic style.

By putting the subjects of her portraits into psychological situations, the artist unfolds each individual’s inner nature. Also included are a number of still-lifes, depictions of small environments.

The public is invited to attend the opening reception of the exhibit, which will run through May 18.
Two nights ago, the "Sorin College" plaque which has hung over the porch of Sorin Hall was kidnapped and is now being held hostage by an unknown party. Reactions from hall members ranged from moderates who urged calm negotiation, to reactionaries who immedi­ately wanted to begin burning other ND residence halls in random retaliation. After much debate the moderators won out and the following strategy was adopted:

First, Sorin will boycott the upcoming An Tostal festivities and will refuse to send a delegation to the annual event. The decision to boycott was a difficult one, especially since the Sorin squad was victorious in last year's competition. One member of the cheerful team remarked that while he and his coach have been taking it easy for the entire semester, "there are some things you have to go out and do for the team." Our hall is a single mind that until the plaque is returned we're not going to compete in campus-wide activities.

Second, if the plaque is not returned by tomorrow night, Sorin will add all of the other residence halls who sympathize with the Sorin position, to boycott the Finals of Basketball Basketball on Sunday afternoon. "I think if we are really the extremely close school that everyone seems to think we are, we should have no problem getting the other halls to go along," remarked one Sorin resident.

Third, Sorin will reduce its representation to the HPC, CLC, and other campus organiza­tions. Any hall whose halls are represented among the members of these organizations will be dropped until the plaque is returned. All off-campus residents who have outstanding bills will be dropped from our halls immediately, and those who still owe their bills immediately impounded. Plans have been made with officials in the University Student Accounts office to charge the accounts of those individuals with the outstanding bills. These moves will be used as a concrete step to bring to the police.

A fourth step which is under consideration is a blockade by Sorin residents of other resident halls. This could be done in a variety of ways. For example don't tell there is 'something else that just say that it wouldn't be pretty," one source said. He noted this step would be a last resort, stopping short of all-out hostilities.

One R.A. went on to list what the consequences would be if the other dorms continued to refuse to return our plaque.

"We'd probably start with cutting off delivery of food, sales, pizzas to the women's dorms we have been serving in the past. Next would come the dissolution of the Sorin pep rally and that probably would be followed by a general boycott of campus social events. A Fourth step which is under consideration is a blockade by Sorin residents of other resident halls. This could be done in a variety of ways. For example don't tell there is 'something else that just say that it wouldn't be pretty," one source said. He noted this step would be a last resort, stopping short of all-out hostilities.

Michael Onufrek is a junior living in Sorin Hall. This is his third weekly column.
Dine and dash dilemma

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank the six young people who came into Golden Fish Restaurant on U.S. 31 North Saturday night, April 12, for eating and then just walking out without paying their bill. I guess you don't realize it but we are now being held responsible by all walk-in and your bill totaled about fifteen dollars. I do not have any family to offer your services to student leaders. Each and every student at St. Mary's is capable of making a vital contribution to the community in some area of student life.

Hopefully, in the coming year, more students will make a conscious effort to get involved in student government. Only with their support and concern can student leaders execute their responsibilities to their fullest potential.

Mary O'Keefe

Whistle for Reagan

Dear Editor:

I'd like to comment on the endless searches, blockades, secret service men and security guards on the SMC campus Monday and Tuesday for the protection of one man—president candidate and ex-move star, Ronald Reagan. In recent years, a rising number of rapes have been reported by SMC women and many go unreported. And what are we condemning the country for? Women don't speak up because of the fear of what's to come. If you women were in dire need, I could have understood. Some how you have been able to have the time to pay your money to pay your bill. And from the way you were dressed, your families certainly never brought them to do the same thing.

I suggest you go into the restaurant and pay your bills or the next time your going to the restaurant your service will be restricted. You are also hurting the rest of us by the money you didn't pay on that time.

I have always been a great admirer of Notre Dame, but this is just too much for such a beautiful image.

Your waitress,

Elinor

Prof praises students

Dear Editor:

At the College of Engineering Honor Award Ceremony on Friday, April 12, I was given an award for teaching. The occasion leaves me with a sense of the future of society and the role they play in the lives of students and good teachers.

When I chose teaching as a profession, I chose to commit my career for the special mission of somehow influencing the formation of future generations of thinkers and implemen-
tors. My brief experience indicates that my success in this mission is strongly influ-
enced by the inquisitiveness and involvement of my stu-
dents; not only in the particular subject being studied, but also in the socio-technical areas in which their acquired knowledge can bear changes for the better.

I am sitting on my front porch looking across the street at a Bismark neighborhood where the police took place last Tuesday night. My fellow students on campus have asked if I have problems living in "that neighborhood." The truth is that I was scared when I first saw the police cars and heard the paramedics telling us someone had been killed. I'm not frightened at all.

Off-campus Housing Director Bob Edward suggested students could only get good locks, talk to their neighbors, and learn a few things on the off-campus crime situation would be cleared up.

Boy, I was glad to hear that! For a while there I didn't see how these simplicity could stop an intruder from breaking a window or putting some cesspool on the street. I'm not really sure how these preventive steps work in places of this kind but if you think it makes sense I would try it.
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Japanese firms in the late sixties, influence of the IEA four years ago while cartel membership surged: current when the US Federal trade Commission gave American firms to withdraw. How transfers were severely prescribed. A formal agreement was signed between the six Japanese joined the IEA in 1976. At that time, a Brazilian businessman (Kurt Rudolf Mirow) complained to me of predatory behavior on the part of multi-national Japanese firms. Mirow claimed that a multi-national cartel is made up of independent producers of heavy electrical equipment. (Heavy electrical equipment includes turbines and large generators.) The FTC report gave me some comprehensive idea of how firms could get together at the international level. I was very surprised when the United Kingdom Monopoly and Restrictive Practices Commission, published in 1957, formally established in 1936 with a trust legislation developed countries. None of this evidence, however, supported Mirow's claim that the cartel was still active. It was only when Newfarmer began to correspond with Barbara Epstein, vice-president of the consulting firm Horace DePaw Associates and author of a 1971 book on collective arrangements in the electrical equipment industry, did he begin to find evidence indicating recent cartel activity.

A major breakthrough occurred in 1977 while Newfarmer was working with the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in Geneva. At that time, Newfarmer obtained copies of cartel contracts—contracts that provided definite evidence of current arrangements. Useful as these documents were, they did not reveal anything new about the practices employed to prevent competition. This information did not come until nearly two years later, in May, 1979, when a former IEA employee, unhappy with the organization's activities, provided Newfarmer with a packet of confidential memoranda to Mirow, who gave them to Epstein and Newfarmer in a meeting later that month.

From May to December, working out of South Bend and New York, Newfarmer and Epstein met ten times to read over the 13,000 pages of raw data and sort through them to arrive at the IEA's market share. In turn, the Justice Department--are investigating cartel activity in the US with major articles appearing in the Washington Post, the Baltimore Sun, and the Financial Times of London. More concretely, watchdog agen­cies of the US government—the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department—are investigating cartel activity in the US for possible breaches of anti-trust law. The success of these investiga­tions—though it is currently too early to say—is nonetheless significant. It is more than likely that US exports have been adversely affected, no legal action can be taken against the IEA.

Newfarmer thinks that even if charges are not brought against the IEA, its effectiveness has been considerably weakened. "I'm not sure that despite our efforts and our success, the key to the cartel is in Europe, so that when we put more 'sunshine' on the cartel, the more difficult we can make it for them to comply immediately to all requests. Rakow personnel alike. Security also provides escort services to the edges of the campus. A former student and a former police officer, he isFeatures

ND Prof Uncovers IEA Scandal

Kate Farrell

The artificially high costs of IEA products generally advocated by the IEA are based on distortions of markets and economies, and in the battle of market share, the international market can become a shield for domestic producers. The artificially high costs of IEA products are based on distortions of markets and economies, and in the battle of market share, the international market can become a shield for domestic producers.

From May to December, working out of South Bend and New York, Newfarmer and Epstein met ten times to read over the 13,000 pages of raw data and sort through them to arrive at the IEA's market share. In turn, the Justice Department--are investigating cartel activity in the US with major articles appearing in the Washington Post, the Baltimore Sun, and the Financial Times of London. More concretely, watchdog agen­cies of the US government—the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department—are investigating cartel activity in the US for possible breaches of anti-trust law. The success of these investiga­tions—though it is currently too early to say—is nonetheless significant. It is more than likely that US exports have been adversely affected, no legal action can be taken against the IEA.

Newfarmer thinks that even if charges are not brought against the IEA, its effectiveness has been considerably weakened. "I'm not sure that despite our efforts and our success, the key to the cartel is in Europe, so that when we put more 'sunshine' on the cartel, the more difficult we can make it for them to comply immediately to all requests.

Rape

Kate Farrell is an Economics major from Merion, PA, and is Features Editor.
Assistant Notre Dame Security Chief Bob Rakow之/ forward in his chain of command, he/ not only a Notre Dame football player, but a symphony orchestra go, South Bend's Phantom Orchestras. the South Bend Symphony. Rogers and Hammerstein, and show tunes like "The Impossible Dream." the band repertory was Hit Songs for classical music on the FM stations'. I make up their minds to go to the "When I'm alone in my room," she read it in French. I would be so disappointed to think you know the next fall, in October, during a Sunday night supper at Bill Konrad's house, the saxophone guy from Chicago, she said, they simply must make up their minds to go to the opera, or to see a museum or visit galleries as often as they could. When he had played the French horn in Chicago, she said, "I never listen to any but classical music on the FM stations. I don't know how many cases that has made up my Karat."

He had played the French horn in the band in high school; but most of his sophomore year was Hit Songs for Rogers and Hammerstein. Witches of Eastwick, tunes like "The Impossible Dream." As a retarded at 7 he thought it was easy, please her, he got both of them lesson tickets for the concerts of the South Bend Symphony.

"Dear poor," she said, "for you, I suppose, it is not a great deal, but as symphony orchestras go, South Bend's not very exciting. But you wouldn't be that, unless you had heard Bernstein conducting Fidelio."

He had, he decided. he was to audit a course in Music Appreciation during the spring semester. They were having drinks, while waiting for someone to arrive on time for the Moog, after the Southern Cal game in late November, when she told him how good her English teacher had told her she was. football players. "My dad was a football player," she said. "In his Senior year, many, sportswriters thought he should have won the Heisman Trophy."

He said that he thought boxing, as a sport, was a terrifically scientific sport; requiring brains as well as brawn.

"But when you're aegen, I'd be embarrassed to watch you in the ring," she said. "It's too much, you thought you had to do something to prove yourself macho. If you need exercise, you should go for a run."

He hated the thought of jogging; but she bought him adidas for his birthday, so he had to run with her, or he didn't have felt him to be ungrateful.

He had been having a three a.m. breakfast at the Golden Bear, after her spring formal in April, when he had stepped on them so much during the dance that he was now covered with dandruff. She said that it was funny, it was real funny, but she didn't think he was relaxed enough. "It could be your Christmas gift to me," she said, "to take dancing lessons." He could see himself, practicing a disco step with some widow at the Fred Astaire studio, and he felt it would be humiliating.

"I couldn't teach you!" he said. "I would be glad to help you," she said, "after you've learned some basic steps..." He had been told enough to be considered almost professional, she said, her dancing coach had compared her to Mabel Fossley. She was afraid if she gave lessons, an amoral type, it would spoil her own style. "Having dreamed as a little girl of becoming a prima ballerina," she said, "I've always needed to be selfish about whom I danced with, as a way of keeping that young dream immaculate." The first night back, at the beginning of their Senior year, they celebrated the end of summer with a dinner at the Boar's Head, and she asked him if he had thought of what he would do in the future. During the summer, she said, "I was a Justice of Oliver Wendell Holmes."

She thought he should read it, too.

He said that, during the spring semester, there were lots of books he intended to read. She said she had been reading about Juscse Holmes that very afternoon, while his academic options for the semester were still up for grabs, but she wasn't sure a book might lead him to decisive action.

"In May," he said, "I'll have my degree in Engineering."

"If you don't dream bravely enough," she said, "you don't think deeply enough; you'd like me to become a lawyer?" he said.

The way Holmes wrote of the Law as a noble profession a man might fally strongly interested her, "made shivers run down my spine." The next day, because he had thought a little about himself, he changed majors. He would have enough credits to get a degree in government. While watching ice cream in a Hotel, early April, she told him she had seen a guy at home during the spring break a date..." she said, "and I really feel sorry for him. He needs me much more than I need him." He sat there, hurt and angry, looking at her, his face flushing like sugar come up on his nostrils.

"You're not very suf­ficient, so independent," she said; "but he's a heater. He's got too much potential for me to want to see him fail."

"Knowing you," he said finally, "has really been an education."

"What," he said, "does Young Jellyfish use for a spine? How does he keep himself alive?"

"If you mean, where does he wash his dishwashing soap, in a fast food restaurant in a bucket?"

Eventually, he plans to go to University of Michigan med school.
PHILLY POSTCARD

BUS SCHEDULE FOR
"UNDER MILKWOOD"
(APRIL 25-26 MAY 1,2,3)
7:25pm ST MARY'S (LEMANS HALL)
CENTURY CENTER
(BENDIX THEATRE)
10:00pm CENTURY CENTER
(BENDIX THEATRE)
ST MARY'S (LEMANS HALL)

Your largest selection
of fantastic
PARTY DECORATIONS
is just 15 minutes from campus.

287-8661

Mon-Sat 10-5 2121 Miami Street
A new breed of Yankees

CHICAGO—In the transient world of athletics, a world where stars come and go like sunshine on a South Bled spring day, a few constants have managed to survive. Players and teams that remain ensorcelled in the mind and soul regardless of records or calendar year. Legends? Perhaps. But there aren’t too many. In fact, there are only a few. Like the New York Yankees; the standard of excellence in professional baseball. The Boys from the Bronx. The Pinstripes. The Yankees have a list of nicknames as long as the list of all-stars that have played on their roster and they’ve won more world championships than any other five teams combined.

And, after all, they’re stuck up quite a following. Not only in New York, but around the world. The old timers that remember seeing the Babe clamber one or Gehrig standing on deck waiting to do the same thing. The middle-aged men who watched because their fathers watched. And saw DiMaggio and Mantle and Berra and Whitey Ford. My father always talked of DiMaggio. He says there never was a playmaker like him. He says there never will be. And I thought about all that when I went to Chicago to see the Yankees play the White Sox. I guess I expected, like the first time I saw Joe Namath play or that day I walked into Notre Dame Stadium for the first time. Sports are like that to you if you are willing and can ignore the vacuum that most sportists see.

Hey, I’m gonna see the New York Yankees for the first time and it’s gonna be great! And the perfect place for a memory. Comiskey Park sits on the south side of Chicago only a few blocks away from the police-patrolled hood. It bears no resemblance to the streets where Bad, Bad Leroy Brown wreaked havoc in the old Jim Croce song. You don’t even need a baseball game to have a good time at Comiskey. There’s picnic grounds, and center field bleachers, and even an old time sing-a-long with Harry Caray during the seventh-inning stretch. Now we can hardly carry a tune. But, I belted out the chorus of “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” with the Virgin Boys Choir. Harry is even better than Merle Miller.

But was the Yankees I’d come to see, and maybe I expected too much. Where was DiMaggio and Mantle? Aren’t Maris and Casey Stegall here? And the Pinstripes! Aren’t they supposed to wear Pinstripes with button-down shirts and the fancy “NY” emblazoned on their chests?

These Yankees wore double-knit designer uniforms made of (What?) polyester! But that’s the way things are now. A sign of the times.

In DiMaggio’s place is Reggie Jackson. The Yankee with a million dollar smile. They brought him up, gave him a glove, told him to make great catches and hit home runs, and he did. Jackson, on the other hand, is a different story. While DiMaggio was home-grown, Jackson is a foster child. The Yankees bought him, gave him a glove, told him to make great catches and hit home runs, and he did. Sometimes. At other times he dropped routine fly balls, looked at called third strikes, and complained to anyone with a pencil or a microphone that he was trying, the others were not. DiMaggio talked too much with his bat. Jackson talks too much with his mouth. But Reggie has one thing over Joe Jackson; he looks much better in polyester.

When Reggie made that all star roster, I thought, “Yeah!” Bullpen catcher Johnny Oates squints his eyes and flinches on every pitch, like a kid caught with his hand in the cookie jar who knows he’s about to get slapped. “Pup!”

Goose Gossage makes it all look easy. The Yankees are sure lucky to have him, huh? And the Piraras, who had him before the Yankees. And the White Sox, who had him before the Piraras. His fast ball smokes like another Pinstripe pitcher of 20-year vintage. Whitey Ford won the Cy Young Award for the Yankees in 1961. Goose Gossage might win it this year just like Sparky Lyle did in 1977 and Ron Guidry did in 1978. Ford started and finished his career with the Yankees. Lyle departed the year after he won the award. Guidry is unhappy with the money he’s making and says he might want to leave when he becomes a free agent.

If Gossage wins it, I wonder where he’ll go next.

But anyway, the stands at Comiskey were pretty much empty because of the 30-degree, pretty much empty because of the 30-degree, weather but the 6,000 contained (at least it seemed like) as many Yankee fans as home-rooters. My dad said it would be that way. He said the Yankees have a following wherever they go.

So when the White Sox and the Yankees went into the 13th inning, tied at three, the crowd pretty much split in their loyalties. It caused quite a few arguments and even a few “call-in-the-security-guards” fights.

In the 13th, in the Yankees loaded the bases with two men out, and catcher Rick Cerone came up to the plate. Cerone, the replacement for the late Thurman Munson, is a youngster. Yankee fans know that. In fact, when he came up to the plate, the crowd seemed like) as many Yankee fans as home-rooters. My dad said it would be that way. He said the Yankees have a following wherever they go.

“Now we’ll see if this kid is a real Yankee.”rooters berated the old fan unmerci­ fully. “No, he’s not a real Yankee,” they chided sarcastically. “He just don’t belong on this team.”

Unfortunately, neither do most of his teammates.

Frank LaGrotta

Sports Briefs

SMC, ND meeters clash Sunday

The Saint Mary's tennis team will clash with Notre Dame Sunday at 10 a.m. in the Angela Athletics Facility. The Belles have done double duty this season this weekend when they travel to DePauw and Indiana State before hosting the Irish. Both senior Patsy Coash, number-one singles player for Saint Mary's, will attempt to add to her undefeated string of 13 straight matches won during the fall season. Notre Dame was a 7-2 victor over the Belles last September.
**Soccer**

The much-traveled Notre Dame track squad is on the road again. This weekend, however, will feature two separate meets for the squad. On Friday, April 25, the prestigious Drake Relays will be attended by Head Coach Joe Piane and half the Irish squad. Assistant Coach Ed Kelly himself a former Notre Dame trackman, will take the remainder of the squad to the Ball State Relays in Muncie, Ind., on Saturday, April 26.

The Drake Relays will feature nearly all relays and only a few individual events. The two-mile relay will be on the Drake State, ordinarily the event is not part of the outdoor schedule.

The relay addition is all the better for Coach Piane's team because of the outstanding two-mile relay team. In 1974 the Irish finished second at the Drake event. The 1980 edition of the team will feature three of the four runners from the '78 squad. Joining Seniors Jay Miranda and Pete Burger and junior Chuck Aragon will be senior Tim Macaluso.

Fifteen-year assistant Kelly will lead the rest of the team to Muncie. A field of 20 teams is expected, including Northwestern, Indiana, and Kentucky. Coach Piane hopes they will add some needed experience to that part of the squad. It has not seen a great deal of action this year.

The Irish return home on May 3 to host Eastern Michigan.

**Short**

"We weren't what you'd call top talent," laughs the head, "but we had a good time playing."

The next year, Short joined Brian Kilbane, Jerry Anders, Paul Kehoe, and tournament commissioner Leo Lax, to form a team called Commissioner Fatz. It was this team that made it to the title game in 1978. We were the 'underdog in every game," recalls Short, "and that made it a lot of fun. The crowds love the underdogs in this tournament so we had a big following that showed up for every game."

Of course, the Chumps also play in a front of packed house every time they take the court. But now the shoes are on the other foot.

"Now we're the favorite and everyone boo us," he says.

Everyone, that is, except the loyal group of Chumps fans that include Short's girlfriend, Amy Verardi, who joined him, his girlfriend, Mary Beth Horne, on the sidelines for every game. But the girls are in the vocal minority.

"I wish I could play with the guys on this team, and that we could be the underdog for a change," suggests Short.

But he knows that's impossible with guys like Mike Sullivan, an All-American, and former Notre Dame trackman, Mike Sullivan, at quarterback. By coincidence, perhaps, Lambert just happens to be the Crable's favorite football player, but he stresses that he does not try to emulate the Pittsburgh star.

"I just like to watch him play, he's so good," Crable says. "But I don't feel I try to imitate his style."

"I'll call, maybe a little," he finally concedes.

Crable's exceptional athletic ability earned him varsity let­ ters in three sports at Moeller High, basketball, and baseball. And anyone who has been watching this year's Bookstore Basketball Turn­ament can attest to the fact that Crable is no slouch on the field. His team, "The Assas­sins" (which also includes footballers Tony Hunter and Nick Vehr, along with Steve Sreek and Matt Huffman), advanced to the "Sweet 16" before falling to the Kennedy on Wednesday night, 27-25, in overtime. The defeat, though, was no fault of Crable's -- he scored eight points on 12 shots and pulled down key rebounds in the overtime.

In his sophomore year at Moeller High, Crable was the starting center on an overshad­owed basketball team, and he averaged about 16 points a game.

"I wasn't too bad, actually," he says modestly. "I only played one year, though. After that, I played on a city team in Cincinnati.

Crable also played three years of varsity baseball, play­ing "just about everywhere," as he puts it. "I was a pretty decent hitter (he had over 300 for his career), and they had to find a place for me in the lineup. I played outfield, first base, shortstop, second base, you name it."

Crable was also a promising young pitcher in his senior year, but hurt his arm, thus ending his pitching career.

But Crable's best sport, by far, is football Arid, barring any unforeseen injury, Crable will don the now-familiar 45 jersey, and take his position at middle linebacker when the Irish open the 1980 campaign September 6 against Purdue at Notre Dame Stadi­um.
For Rent:
Furnished four-bedroom house, eight people from blocks from campus. For rent for the summer. For more information, call 289-4005.

For Sale:
Furnished house or rooms for rent for the summer. Call 289-6000, 289-0900.

Furnished house or rooms nearby. Reasonable. 277-3644 or 289-0900.

For Sale:
3'X4' hanging brass bong. $75. "Weed's" wedding band 4'X 3', store $250. Contact Greg or Carl at home 277-0900.

Ugly Duckling Rent-a-Car: From $7.50 a day and 7 cents a mile. 289-9140.

For Sale:
72 Plymouth Valiant. Automatic. $600. 6 cylinder, dependable $400 or best offer. Call 289-6500.

For Sale:
Ashura 6 wing aerial. Call 289-0500.

For Sale:

For Sale:

Wanted:
Riders Needed: Any point between here and Omaha. Leave on Sunday, April 27. Call Marilyn 289.

Ride needed to U in Bloomington on Sunday, April 27. Call Marilyn 289.


For Rent:
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home, 3 or 4 bedrooms available now and for next fall - winter. Call Dave 287-2793.

For Sale:
1972 Plymouth Valiant. Automatic. $600. 6 cylinder, dependable $400 or best offer. Call 289-6500.

Tickets:
For Sale: '72 Plymouth Valiant. Automatic. 6 cylinder, dependable $400 or best offer. Call 289-6500.


Wished you the best for you. I love you. Rich,

For all freshmen interested to be on the team, there will be a meeting Monday, April 19, at 10:00 a.m. in Law Quadrangle. If unable to attend call Jim 2299.

Attention Women! Escaped from Campus. Large black and white cow. Howard Hall, Fri. Apr. 30, 9:30. Meets Party

Katie Dudley

Good luck on the Madala. Do your best. C.P. Central.

P.S. Write soon. Thank you.

Katie Dudley

Cathleen for UMOC. Happy birthday to you. Call 289.

For Sale:
3'X4' hanging brass bong. $75. "Weed's" wedding band 4'X 3', store $250. Contact Greg or Carl at home 277-0900.

For Sale
3'X4' hanging brass bong. $75. "Weed's" wedding band 4'X 3', store $250. Contact Greg or Carl at home 277-0900.
Multi-talented Crable shines in football, bookstore

by Chris Needles
Sports Writer

As a product of Cincinnati's Moeller High, Irish middle linebacker Bob Crable is obviously not accustomed to losing football games. In fact, during his entire four-year career with the Ohio power-house the team lost a grand total of one football game — that coming during his freshman year in Crable's final three years there. Moeller High won three state championships, and middle linebacker Crable paced the defense in tackles all three years.

One can see that Notre Dame's "dis appointing" 7-4 record last year was quite a change of pace for the then-sophomore Crable. But the 1979 season was far from disappointing for Bob Crable. The 6-2, 220 pounder established himself as the mainstay of an inexperienced, yet talented, Irish defense. He led the squad in tackles and, at season's end, was chosen an honourable mention All-America player by both wire services.

As for the upcoming 1980 season, Crable is very optimistic, despite the presence of Southern Cal, Alabama, Purdue, Michigan, and others on the schedule.

"We've got a lot of enthusiasm," states the Irish tri-captain. "And that, I feel, is a good sign. Plus, we have a lot of players returning who have some experience under their belts. But the enthusiasm is the key.

"The defense has been doing well so far in the spring drills. Crable continues: "We're looking good on the goal line drills, but we're a little weak on the third and nine drills. I think we'll be all right when we get our injured players back, though."

Crable himself is nursing an injury, a slight shoulder sprain he suffered last Saturday. But he feels it is not serious, and he should be ready for next Saturday's annual Blue-Gold game.

Last season Crable had his moments in the spotlight quite often, moments he hopes to duplicate this season. Who can forget his bone-jarring tackles that repeatedly battered Charles White in the Southern Cal game? And, of course, no one will forget what many people feel was the highlight of the 1979 Irish season: when Crable jumped on the back of a Michigan offensive lineman and blocked Bryan Virgil's last-second field goal attempt. The block enabled Notre Dame to upset Michigan, 14-10, and set off campus-wide pandemonium.

"That was something I had always dreamed about," Crable香ted. "I think this season won't be any different. We just did it on the spur-of-the-moment. I still can't beleive that something like that happened to me."

(continued on page 14)

Drills resume after snowfall

Spring is back in South Bend after 90 degree temperatures on Tuesday, seniors woke up Thursday morning to find it snowing outside... but within, Dan Persin said Spring Football '80 already planned to give his troops the day off, the Irish will resume workouts on Friday, and the annual scrimmage Saturday on Carrier Field, weather permitting. But the enthusiasm is understandable.

The team'sreprive comes Sunday afternoon, in Notre Dame Stadium when the Irish host Iowa State in a spring wrap-up game immediately following the Chicago Sting-Minnesota Kicks professional match at 2 p.m.

"It's very difficult for them to practice amongst themselves," says Dr Rich Hunter, about to embark on his fourth season as head coach of the Irish. "We've had some concentration problems which all seems to plague our team, although I think a lot of it is understandable."

Hunter is a defense-oriented tactician. He feels the sticky, ball control drills are a major source of frustration in practice. "Our team plays superior defense and that makes it really difficult to move the ball sometimes."

"We're probably one of the best tackling teams around," remarks senior co-captain Joe Grove, Ind. has 'played Bookstore basketball for the last five years, Dan Short is the most valuable player on the team."

Woul$ it surprise you to find that Dan Short is the leading scorer on this club (could he be professional? If it does, then we won't tell you that he also has the best shooting percentage on the squad (31-of-47 — but then again, who cares?)" Tom Sudkamp calls Short the "pepper". Can shoot when he has to... plays a very good game of basketball."

"But the ultimate compliment comes from teammate汉tzek who says Short is the best point guard to ever play for the books."

(continued on page 14)